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GOOD MORNING AUSTRALIA! LUSCIOUS 
LAYOUTS TO TEMPT THE ARDENT GOLFER.

WORDS Paul Prendergast 

Barnbougle’s new 14-hole ‘Bougle Run’ course.  
PHOTO Nick Wall – Airswing media
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BARNBOUGLE: BOUGLE RUN NORTHEAST COAST

TASMANIA

A golf course built in part by chefs, hospitality and 

hotel employees, all under the watchful eye of course 

superintendent Phil Hill, recently celebrated 12 months in 

operation with the rarest of accolades. 

Barnbougle’s Bougle Run – featuring 12 par-3s and just  

two par-4s – is considered so highly that the 1,791-metre 

par-44 course recently debuted at number 39 among 

“There were so many opportunities for great holes and 
after flagging our chosen ones in the field, we realised 
there were 14 spectacular holes that needed to be in the 
final route.” 

The lengths of the holes range from just 72m up to 303m 
and are routed up, along and then back down a steep 
ridge of inland dunes. Expansive views to the coast and 
surrounding farmlands will divert attention, but drift from 
the task at hand at your peril. 

Pitch on the wrong side of the many tiers and undulations 

a prominent Australian publication’s top 100 layouts.  

And while many will debate the merits of its inclusion,  

few would deny the joy such pure golfing land inspires 

when you walk each hole.

“We were given the freedom to be guided by the dramatic 

landscape, rather than mapping a course of a particular 

number of holes,” course designer Bill Coore said.

that characterise these green complexes, or stray into a 
seemingly innocuous trap and the difficulties of Bougle Run 
are quickly exposed. Pins located in crumpled corners of 
greens no larger than a grand piano can arguably make 
putting here tougher than at the storied Dunes and Lost 
Farm courses.  

In fact, with the added pressure of a scorecard in the back 
pocket, touring the course without at least one three-putt 
will be cause for celebration. 

www.barnbougle.com.au
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